
MENS BAG GLOVES 
 

BRAVE* Men’s Grip Bar Bag Gloves 
Sug.Retail: $28.99 +$5 shipping 
Color: Red/Black 
Sizes: SM/MED,  MED/LRG,  LRG/X-LRG 

Lightweight, breathable gloves, great for bag or partner training. Their design gives you 
both coverage for striking and the dexterity to grab. Internal grip bar helps you maintain 
correct fist formation during training, and the Grab Tab feature makes them easy to adjust.  

Durable polyurethane construction. 
 
 

BRAVE (AFC) Men’s Grip Bar Bag Gloves 
Sug.Retail $34.99 +$5 shipping 
Color: Black/White/Red 
Sizes:   AD SM/MED,  MED/LRG,  LRG/X-LRG 

Made with Century’s Advanced Foam Core (AFC) and a Grab Tab for easy-to-adjust, Rad 
Lok wrist straps; these gloves feature classic hook-and-loop security.  

Breathable nylon and sewn sections between the back of the hand and wrist give the 
wearer increased flexibility, comfort, and dexterity; with a built-in padded grip bar helps 
coach fists into the proper shape.  
 
 

MODUS* Men’s Pro Grip Bar Bag Glove 
Sug.Retail: $60.00 +$5 shipping 
Colors: White/Black/Red, or Black/White/Red 
Sizes:  SM, MED, LRG, X-LRG 

These professional quality gloves, made with genuine leather and reinforced seam 
stitching for unmatched durability, these gloves feature locking wrist wraps and contoured, 
high-compression, multi-layered padding. 
 
 

WOMENS BAG GLOVES 
BRAVE* Women’s Grip Bar Bag Gloves  

Sug.Retail: $28.99 +$5 shipping 
Color: Coral/Navy 
Sizes: Small/Medium,  Medium/Large 

Lightweight, breathable gloves, great for bag or partner training. Their design gives you 
both coverage for striking and the dexterity to grab.  

Internal grip bar helps you maintain correct fist formation during training, and the Grab 
Tab feature makes them easy to adjust. Durable polyurethane construction. 
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WOMENS BAG GLOVES (Continued) 

 
BRAVE (AFC) Women’s Grip Bar Bag Gloves 

Sug.Retail $34.99 +$5 shipping 
Color:  White/Teal 
Sizes: SM/MED,  MED/LRG 

Made of durable vinyl, features foam padding to cushion your hands. The hook-and-
loop closures help you find the fit that is right for you.  

Internal grip bar helps you maintain correct fist formation during training.  
 
 

YOUTH BAG GLOVES 
BRAVE* Youth Open Palm Gloves 

Sug.Retail $29.99 +$5 Shipping 
Color: Black/Green 
YOUTH Sizes: SM/MED,  LRG/X-LRG 

Lightweight vinyl construction, foam padding for protection, hook-and-loop closures 
with adjustable elastic straps to ensure a secure fit.  

Open palm designed for increased hand dexterity. 
 
 

DRIVE* Youth Bag Gloves 
Sug.Retail $39.99  +$5 shipping 
Color: Red/Black 
YOUTH Sizes: SM/MED,  LRG/X-LRG 

Comfortable and durable gloves, perfect for light bag work. Pre-shaped premium padding 
to reduce hand fatigue, a comfortable polyurethane shell, open palms for increased mobility, 
and full wrist wrap for support. 
 
 

YOUTH Grip Bar Bag Gloves 
GC Ret.Price  $28.99 +$5 shipping 
Color: Black, OR White 
YOUTH SIZES: X-SM (2.17”-2.56”)  / SM (2.56”-2.95”) / MED (2.95”-3.35”) 

Hook and Loop closure, premium synthetic PU leather and Lycra Fabric. Easy to put 
on and off, Breathable and elastic hollow palm design with cylindrical hold bar enhance 
grip in fitness 

 
 
 
 
 

Have Questions? Please email the office and we’ll be glad to assist you. 
Thank you! 
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